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+discussion 
of SM effects 

in WW



WHERE’S THE NEW PHYSICS 
AND WHY ON EARTH 
SHOULD IT BE IN VV?



NO NEW PHYSICS 
ANYWHERE?



WHERE TO LOOK?



WHERE TO LOOK?



WHERE TO LOOK?

Anything closer?



WHERE TO LOOK?



WHERE TO LOOK?

Beware of Physicists 
at the door bringing 

new physics discoveries!



WHERE TO LOOK?

Beware of Physicists 
at the door bringing 

new physics discoveries!



NO NEW PHYSICS AT THE 
LHC

It must be at higher mass 
scales!!!



LET’S MAKE SURE NOT TO 
LEAVE ANY SCALE BEHIND!

MEW



THE ONLY NEW PHYSICS WE’VE 
FOUND SO FAR IS THE HIGGS

Is there anything else lurking at the EW scale?
(remember the CDF Wjj saga…)

It’s difficult to go after this scale… Contrary to deep
ingrained desire of BSM experimentalists not to 

trust theorists and do everything in a “data-driven” manner



DATA-DRIVEN SEARCHES…

Experimentalists

Theorists
No new 

physics here, go 
higher!



Direct stop searches (Altan Cakir, this wshop)

Example: LHC vs HL-LHC

Z’ → e+e–

ATLAS/CMS HL docs 300/fb 3000/fb

95% excl (ATLAS) 6.5 TeV 7.8 TeV

5σ (CMS) 5.1 TeV 6.2 TeV

• What’s been excluded at Lum will not be discovered at 10 x Lum, 
unless ...

• At high mass there is ~nothing to do (eff and accept are ~ 1)

• At low mass (eff, accept << 1, elusive signals) one could invest in 
improved detector/trigger performance, to boost useful rates and 
sensitivity by factors larger than L increase

Message:

Michelangelo Mangano @ FNAL
Next Steps in the Energy Frontier August 2014



LET’S LOOK AT AN 
EXAMPLE ALREADY 

PROVIDED BY THE LHC!



WW CROSS SECTION



THERE’S MORE TO IT!Summary-CMS



Not just rate!



CMS8Results

Doesn’t look too bad?

29

Looks pretty good...



CMS8Results

Doesn’t look too bad?

29

Looks pretty good...



NO EXTRA NORMALIZATION...

Results
Let’s remove the
data-driven normalization
of our cross section
MEASUREMENT...

31

Results
Let’s remove the
data-driven normalization
of our cross section
MEASUREMENT...

31



Ask me about this 
at the end with 

respect to resummation



COULD THERE BE NEW 
PHYSICS HERE?

• I’m NOT saying there is, in fact I’ve also worked to explain 
why the SM could explain this

• I am saying that it’s an important test case to understand what 
could be lurking!



IF YOU WANT TO EXPLAIN WITH BSM
WHAT DO YOU NEED?

• Need to first understand what it MEANS to measure 
the WW cross section!

2

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the overall analysis strategy. Section III describes the
ATLAS detector. Section IV summarizes the Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation used for the signal and back-
ground modeling. Section V details the reconstruction of
final state objects and event selection criteria. Sections
VI and VII describe the WW signal and background es-
timation. Results are presented in Sec. VIII for inclusive
and fiducial cross sections; in Sec. IX for the normal-
ized di↵erential fiducial cross section as a function of the
transverse momentum (p

T

) [16] of the lepton with higher
p
T

(denoted by the “leading lepton”); and in Sec. X for
limits on anomalous WWZ and WW� TGCs. Conclu-
sions are drawn in Sec. XI.

II. ANALYSIS STRATEGY

Candidate WW events are selected with two opposite-
sign charged leptons (electrons or muons) and large miss-
ing transverse momentum (Emiss

T

), a signature referred
to “``0 + Emiss

T

” in this paper. The cross section is mea-
sured in a fiducial phase space and also in the total phase
space. The fiducial phase space is defined in Sec. VI and
is chosen to be close to the phase space defined by the
o✏ine selection criteria. The fiducial cross section �fid

WW
for the pp ! WW+X ! `⌫`0⌫0+X process is calculated
according to the equation:

�fid

WW =
N

data

�N
bkg

CWW ⇥ L , (1)

where N
data

and N
bkg

are the number of observed data
events and estimated background events, respectively.
CWW is estimated from simulation and is defined as the
ratio of the number of events satisfying all o✏ine selec-
tion criteria to the number of events produced in the
fiducial phase space, and L is the integrated luminosity
of the data sample.

The total cross section �WW for the pp ! WW + X
process is calculated for each channel using the equation:

�WW =
N

data

�N
bkg

CWW ⇥AWW ⇥ BR⇥ L , (2)

where AWW represents the kinematic and geometric ac-
ceptance from the total phase space to the fiducial phase
space, and BR is the branching ratio for both W bosons
decaying into e⌫ or µ⌫ (including decays through ⌧
leptons with additional neutrinos). The combined to-
tal cross section from the three channels is determined
by minimizing a negative log-likelihood function as de-
scribed in Sec. VIII.

To obtain the normalized di↵erential WW cross sec-
tion in the fiducial phase space, the reconstructed lead-
ing lepton p

T

distribution is corrected for detector e↵ects
after the subtraction of background contamination. The
measured leading lepton p

T

spectrum is also used to ex-
tract anomalous WWZ and WW� TGCs.

III. THE ATLAS DETECTOR

The ATLAS detector [17] is a multi-purpose particle
physics detector with approximately forward-backward
symmetric cylindrical geometry. The inner detector (ID)
system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and pro-
vides tracking information for charged particles in the
pseudorapidity range |⌘| < 2.5. It consists of a silicon
pixel detector, a silicon microstrip detector, and a tran-
sition radiation tracker.
The calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity

range |⌘| < 4.9. The highly segmented electromagnetic
calorimeter consists of lead absorbers with liquid-argon
(LAr) as active material and covers the pseudorapidity
range |⌘| < 3.2. In the region |⌘| < 1.8, a pre-sampler
detector using a thin layer of LAr is used to correct
for the energy lost by electrons and photons upstream
of the calorimeter. The hadronic tile calorimeter is a
steel/scintillating-tile detector and is situated directly
outside the envelope of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
The two endcap hadronic calorimeters have LAr as the
active material and copper absorbers. The calorimeter
coverage is extended to |⌘| = 4.9 by a forward calorime-
ter with LAr as active material and copper and tungsten
as absorber material.
The muon spectrometer measures the deflection of

muons in the large superconducting air-core toroid mag-
nets. It covers the pseudorapidity range |⌘| < 2.7 and
is instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision
tracking chambers. A precision measurement of the track
coordinates in the principal bending direction of the mag-
netic field is provided by drift tubes in the pseudora-
pidity range |⌘| < 2.0. At large pseudorapidities, cath-
ode strip chambers with higher granularity are used in
the innermost plane over 2.0 < |⌘| < 2.7. The muon
trigger system, which covers the pseudorapidity range
|⌘| < 2.4, consists of resistive plate chambers in the bar-
rel (|⌘| < 1.05) and thin gap chambers in the endcap
regions (1.05 < |⌘| < 2.4).
A three-level trigger system is used to select events

for o✏ine analysis. The level-1 trigger is implemented
in hardware and uses a subset of detector information
to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most
75 kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger
levels, level-2 and the event filter, which together reduce
the event rate to about 400 Hz which is recorded for
analysis.

IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Signal WW events are modeled using MC-simulated
samples, while contributions from various SM back-
ground physics processes are estimated using a combi-
nation of MC samples and control samples from data.
MC events are generated at

p
s = 7 TeV and pro-

cessed through the full detector simulation [18] based on
geant4 [19]. The simulation includes the modeling of

Total
cross section

Process
Want to measure WW cross section in dileptonic final 
state

~10% ~3%

• Previous measurements compatible with SM, but large 
error bars
• Important background to Higgs searches

4

Count opposite sign dileptons + MET in a fiducial region
with a jet veto and a few other requirements



INGREDIENTS FOR BSM 
EXPLANATION

• ATLAS and CMS both measure OS dileptons + MET with a 
jet VETO

• Final state needs to be OS leptons+MET with nothing else 
essentially

• Does NOT imply there have to be REAL W’s



COULD IT BE AN EFT 
EXPLANATION?

NO!  Need to affect the bulk not 
tails of distributions!



EXAMPLE SUSY TOPOLOGIES 
FOR “WW”+MET



DON’T LIKE SUSY??

“Heavy Lepton”



ATLAS 7

�2 cut in half compared to SM

3

SM prediction Uncertainty h Æ WW All EWinos All EWinos x 5 Hh Æ WWL ¥ 5

pp Æ c1
+c1

- pp Æ c1
±c0

1 pp Æ c1
±c0

2 pp Æ c0
1c0

1 pp Æ c0
2c0

2 pp Æ c0
1c0

2
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FIG. 2: The total SM prediction (signal + background) from the LHC7 ATLAS W+W� study [1], with additional contributions
from a 125 GeV SM higgs and chargino pair production in the best-fit gauge mediated scenario m�̃+

1
= 110 GeV shown. The

gray hashed bands represent the uncertainty of the SM prediction.

section, will be described in more detail in [13].

The benchmark point we use as an example is a gauge
mediation inspired spectrum with a chargino NLSP,
where low tan� and a high higgsino fraction makes
the two lightest neutralinos heavier than the chargino
[14]. For our demonstration we chose m

�

±
1
⇡ 110 GeV,

m
�

0
1
⇡ 113 GeV and m

�

0
2
⇡ 130 GeV. The most impor-

tant parameter is the chargino mass, since it determines
the �±

1 �
⌥
1 and �0

1�
±
1 pair production cross sections.

For our example point, the NLO pair production
cross section (calculated in Prospino [17]) is 4.3 pb.
The large cross section comes from the sum of all
Chagino/Neutralino mode production modes, since in the
GMSB scenario all states decay to W+W�, and o↵sets
the smaller direct production cross section for higgsino-
rich chargino pairs compared to winos. The additional
decay products from neutralinos decaying to charginos
are typically too soft to a↵ect any searches, see Fig. 1.
To estimate the chargino’s e↵ect on the W+W� distri-
butions, we generated pp ! �� ! `+`�G̃G̃ +X events
in Pythia 8 [18], interfaced with Pythia 6.4 [19] for the
hard process. (` = e/µ/⌧ , G̃ is the practically massless
gravitino, and X are the soft particles from the decay

of a possible o↵-shell W .) The events are passed to a
FastJet 3.0.2 [20] based code that performs the same
series of event reconstruction and cut steps as the respec-
tive W+W� cross section measurement analyses. This
includes a rudimentary detector simulation that models
geometric acceptances, jet reconstruction, and imposes
lepton and photon isolation requirements and detector
e�ciencies, according to the ATLAS/CMS specifications.

The combined acceptance of dileptonic EWino events
is about 4% for the ATLAS analysis and 2.5% for the
CMS analysis, which imposes an additional p``

T

cut.
These figures are comparable to the quoted acceptances
for dileptonic W+W� events, which is expected given
the W -like kinematics of the chargino decay and makes
it plausible that the few-pb of chargino pair production
makes up the few-pb-excess seen in the W+W� cross
section measurements.

Figure 2 shows the chargino contributions stacked on
top of the SM expectation for our example point. (We
have also included the e↵ect of a 125 GeV SM higgs de-
caying to W+W�, which is a small but non-negligible
e↵ect.) By eye it is clear that the agreement with data
is very much improved in all kinematic distributions (in-
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FIG. 3: The total SM prediction (signal + background) from the LHC8 CMS W+W� study [3], with additional contributions
from a 125 GeV SM higgs and chargino pair production in the best-fit chargino NLSP scenario (m�̃+

1
= 110 GeV) shown. The

gray hashed bands represent the uncertainty of the SM prediction. The legend is the same as for Figure 2

trilepton signal is suppressed (though not completely ab-
sent, due to the non-negligible �±

1 -�
0
2 mass di↵erence),

but chargino-neutralino production produces a signifi-
cant amount of same-sign dilepton signal, making con-
straints from new ATLAS dilepton searches [23, 24] rele-
vant. We simulated the signal produced by our scenario
in these searches [6, 7, 23, 24, 28, 29] using the same
Monte-Carlo setup as for the W+W� cross section mea-
surement. Each search is still consistent well within one
sigma, though it could be possible for same-sign dilep-
ton searches to discover this scenario with the full 8 TeV
LHC data set.

GAUGE BOSON PHENOMENOLOGY

Given the current bounds on trilepton [6] signatures,
any new physics must primarily a↵ect only the W+W�

cross section, leaving W±Z and W±� mostly una↵ected.
To illustrate this, consider the gravity mediated sce-

nario discussed in the previous section, with Winos al-
ways decaying to a Bino-like neutralino LSP via on-shell
W ’s and Z’s. In this case the trilepton bounds push the
allowed mass of the Winos to m

�

±
1

& 190 GeV, which
makes the wino pair production cross section so small
that the �2/N

dof

improvement of the W+W� measure-
ment is negligible, less than ⇠ 5%.

Since our chargino NLSP scenario evades these trilep-

ton bounds there is no a↵ect on multi-gauge boson phe-
nomenology other than multi-W . There will be signa-
tures of same-sign W gauge boson production with addi-
tional soft jets or leptons arising from �±�0 production
and decay. As discussed in the previous section, same-
sign dilepton searches [23, 24] are not yet sensitive enough
to rule out this signal.
The possibly viable gravity mediated scenario with in-

termediate sleptons [13] could feature additional “gauge
boson” signatures, because in addition to producing
``+MET final states (even though no W ’s are involved)
there is also the possibility for `+MET production, show-
ing up in single W -measurements.

HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY

Modifying the e↵ective W+W� cross section through
BSM contributions could significantly a↵ect h !
W+W� measurements since both ATLAS [32] and CMS
[33] searches use data-driven techniques to estimate
W+W� background. The Monte Carlo output is normal-
ized to fit the data in a control region, and that “renor-
malization” is carried over into the signal region.
However, we find that generically the Higgs search sen-

sitivities are not modified. In a BSM scenario like ours,
where the kinematics are very similar to W+W�, the
control and signal regions are contaminated in proportion

SM p-value .001 SM+charginos .3
SM+h .1 SM+h+charginos .75



Also has implications for
h to WW, signal and control

regions are affected differently
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Figure 9: Combination plot showing the overlap regions where our light slepton-bino
scenario can account for both the WW -excess [9–11] (represented by dark red contours
of r

�

2 < 1), the DM relic density (blue dashed/solid contours: ⌦
CDM

h2 = 0.1196 and
±3 ⇥ 0.0031) and (g � 2)

µ

(red dashed/solid contours: �a
µ

= 2.8 ⇥ 10�9 and steps of
±0.8⇥10�9, one � of the experimental measurement). The overlap region is centered around
M

bino

⇡ 75GeV, M
slepton

⇡ 115GeV for a range of µ, tan �. A
⌧

= 0,M
2

= 600GeV in this
plot, and slepton soft mass universality with m

˜

`L
= m

˜

`R
is assumed. Grey (Orange) shaded

regions are excluded by the LEP bound on m
⌧̃1 (m

ẽ,µ̃

) [5]. The magenta region is excluded
by the CMS slepton search [2], while black lines indicate our combined slepton bounds from
the W+W� cross section measurement, see Figs. 1 and 2. Regions below the solid (dashed)
purple line have a stau (sneutrino) LSP. Regions below the green line are excluded by the
XENON100 direct detection bound [15] on the WIMP-nucleon cross section of ⇠ 10�45cm2

for M
bino

⇡ 20� 200GeV. 18

CAN SOLVE MOST ALL PROBLEMS 
IN THE WORLD WITH SLEPTONS…

g-2, DM relic density/
DD xsec

WW cross section

pp ! l̃+ l̃� ! l+l��0�0



CHARGINOS FROM STRONG 
PRODUCTION?

an excess in the WW cross section measurement, while avoiding constraints from searches

in other channels. However, the size of enhancement is limited by the LEP limits [7] on

the chargino mass. Nevertheless, the chargino contribution can be significant and would

allow to decrease the tension between the prediction and measurement, provided charginos

are light and close to the existing bounds, m�̃±
1
⇠ O(100 GeV).

The other example of supersymmetric process that could contribute to the WW

cross section measurement is pair production of top squarks, as we argue in this paper.

Light stops, motivated by naturalness argument [8–11], are extensively searched for at the

LHC [12–15]. Cross section is not a limiting factor here — for m
˜t1 ⇠ 200 GeV it easily

exceeds 10 fb. On the other hand, since stops decay hadronically one has to suppress the

number of jets in the final state, in order to contribute to the leptonic final state without

jets. This can be achieved by placing a chargino with a mass only slightly lower than the

stop mass. The b-jets produced in the two-body stop decay, t̃
1

! �̃±
1

b, would be then

too soft to be reconstructed. The chargino would further decay with on- or o↵-shell W ,

contributing to the dilepton final state,

t̃
1

! �̃±
1

b ! �̃0

1

W (⇤) b ! �̃0

1

` ⌫ b . (1.1)

The other possibility could be provided by three- or four-body stop decays where kinematics

also limits pT of b-jets, however keeping in mind limits from the LHC searches [11, 16, 17].

The stop production with a subsequent two-body decay is on the other hand constrained

by a dedicated ATLAS study [13]. However, because of the applied mT2

cut, sensitivity

of this search does not significantly a↵ect a part of parameter space where W becomes

o↵-shell. Therefore, in section 3 we fit the signal of the stop pair production, followed by

the decay chain eq. (1.1), in order to find the minimal supersymmetric standard model

(MSSM) parameters compatible with the WW cross section measurement.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we briefly discuss the WW

cross section measurements, the relevant top squark search and simulation procedure. In

section 3 we perform a scan of the stop-neutralino masses to find a region consistent with

the WW excess and discuss a method to distinguish SUSY signal from SM processes.

Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2 WW and stop searches

Both ATLAS and CMS have published WW pair production searches. ATLAS measured

the WW production cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV [1], while CMS published

results for
p
s = 7 TeV [3] and 8 TeV [5] using L

int

= 4.92 fb�1 and 3.54 fb�1, respectively.

As discussed in Introduction, in both cases there was an excess in the observed number

of events compared to the SM prediction. The experiments were looking at the leptonic

channel, where the final state consists of two oppositely charged leptons (the same or

opposite flavour) and missing transverse energy, `+`� + Emiss

T . In the following we briefly

recapitulate the ATLAS and CMS searches.

The main SM backgrounds for pp ! W+W� ! `+`�⌫⌫̄ process originate from top

quark production, Drell-Yan processes and other diboson pairs. In order to suppress top

– 2 –

Rolbiecki and Sakurai
 1303.5696

Squeeze the b’s and you 
get WW production
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Figure 1. The �2, eq. (3.1), distributions in the (m
˜t1 ,m�̃0

1
) plane for each of the measurements,

ATLAS7, CMS7 and CMS8. In the (d) panel, a combination of all three is shown. Blue areas
represent the lowest values of �2 and the region preferred by the experiments. A green dashed line
indicates kinematical threshold for �̃±

1

! W±�̃0

1

decay. The shaded region below a black line is
excluded by the ATLAS direct search [13]. A dashed purple line shows a 68% CL region.

becomes softer as moving away from the line, which in turn requires a smaller stop mass

to compensate degradation of the e�ciency by an enhancement of the cross section. In

the region below this line, the W from the two-body decay, �̃±
1

! W �̃0

1

, becomes more

energetic as moving away from the threshold. This results in degradation of the e�ciency,

because the lepton and neutrino from the boosted W decay are collimated, leading to a

smaller projected Emiss

T . The neutralinos do not contribute much to the Emiss

T , because

in the near-threshold region they tend to be back-to-back in the transverse plane and

their contributions cancel out. In the opposite limit, m�̃0
1
⌧ mW , most of the chargino

momentum is carried by the W and the neutralino becomes soft.

The dashed purple curves show the 68% CL regions. The regions are somewhat broad

for ATLAS7 and CMS7. In fact, the SM prediction agrees with the data within 1-�

accuracy for CMS7, therefore adding the stop contribution does not provide a meaningful

– 5 –



MANY MORE POSSIBILITIES
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Figure 1: The four types of squeezed spectra which could account for the WW excess via
stop pair production. The top and bottom of the spectrum are at ⇠ 200 GeV and ⇠ 100 GeV,
with W ’s (green) being produced when decaying across the big gap in the spectrum. Small
gaps are . 10 GeV. The 2-body decays of each state are shown as blue vertical arrows, with
SM decay products on the right of each spectrum. The red color for Z and b indicates that
these are not produced from stop pair production but from a di↵erent processes (direct �̃0

2�̃
±
1

and b̃1b̃⇤1 production). The soft b’s (orange) should be practically undetectable.

3 Squeezed Scenarios

Explain scenario overview, see Fig. 1

3.1 One Light Stop, W from EWino

Refer to Fig. 2, also chargino ’signal’ that might account for less-than-expected exclusion of
chargino-neutralino search for both ATLAS and CMS

3.2 One Light Stop, W from Stop

same preferred region as Fig. 2. refer to sbottom bounds Fig. 3. discussion that sbottom
bounds can be evaded for small massgap. also make sure Br is 1 (easy)

3.3 Two Light Stops, W from EWino

Refer to Fig. 4. don’t care about higgs mass. sbottom bounds also apply. could modify
sbottom bounds with sbottom mixing?
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YOU CAN HAVE COMPLETELY 
NATURAL SUSY!!!!!



NEW PHYSICS IN SM 
MEASUREMENTS

• BSM scale doesn’t have to be high, it can be contaminating 
your measurements

• EFT approach is pointless to describe this physics

• Theorist handing you an operator is dangerous…

• Exotics and SUSY groups won’t find this without better SM 
theory and measurement!



CAN WE DISTINGUISH BSM 
FROM SM? - DISCUSSION

• Lots of SM theory explanations have also recently come up

• Fixed order cross sections

• Jet veto resummation

• Pt resummation

• What does it all come down to?
�inc ✏

veto

Suggestions, cross section as function of veto 
b-jet veto, comparison across channels!!
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Figure 6: Plot of Resummation predicted and MC+shower predictions forW+W� transverse
momentum distributions at 8 TeV. The shaded region represents the scale Q variation by a
factor of 2 relative to the central scale choice Q = mW for the resummation prediction.

performed by the LHC experiments. An example of the cuts implemented by the ATLAS
measurement at 7 TeV is reproduced below in Table 1. The cuts from CMS are quite similar,
the jet veto as we will show turns out to be the most important e↵ect, and CMS has a jet
veto of 30 GeV compared to 25 GeV for ATLAS. We comment on this slight di↵erence in
Section 4, however, since CMS hasn’t produced a plot of the pT of the W+W� system
similar to ATLAS, we adopt the ATLAS cuts when demonstrating the e↵ects of using the
pT resummed reweighted distributions. Pythia8 was used with default tuning and since all
our results are shape dependent, the reweighting procedure should be performed again using
our resummation-theory curves when using a non-default pythia8 tuning.

Exactly two oppositely-sign leptons, pT > 20GeV, pT leading > 25GeV
mll0 > 15, 15, 10GeV (ee,µµ,eµ)

|mll0 �mZ | > 15, 15, 0GeV (ee,µµ,eµ)
Emiss

T,Rel > 45, 45, 25GeV(ee,µµ,eµ)
Jet Veto 25GeV
pT ll0 > 30GeV

Table 1: ATLAS cut flow for 7 TeV analysis [1]

3.1 Reweighting Results

We perform the reweighting as described above using a central scale Q = mW as well as
varying the resummation scale Q up and down by a factor of 2 while keeping µR and µF
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MC + Parton Shower Corrections (%)
Powheg+Pythia8 6.4+4.7

�2.8

Powheg+Herwig++ 3.8+4.5
�2.6

aMC@NLO+Herwig++ 3.3+5.0
�3.0

Table 3: Percentage di↵erences for �Fid of reweighted theory predictions compared to
MCs+Parton Showers at 7 TeV.

MC + Parton Shower Corrections (%)
Powheg+Pythia8 6.5+5.0

�3.0

Powheg+Herwig++ 3.8+4.3
�2.5

aMC@NLO+Herwig++ 3.1+5.0
�3.0

MADGRAPH LO+Pythia6 �9.6+4.4
�2.7

Table 4: Percentage di↵erences for �Fid of reweighted theory predictions compared to
MCs+Parton Showers at 8 TeV.

Figure 7: aMC@NLO+Herwig++ observables histogrammed for W+W� transverse mo-
mentum distribution for 7 TeV collisions and including the reweighting correction.

To demonstrate the e↵ects on di↵erential distributions, we use the ATLAS cutflows and
show the predictions of pT resummation for the 7 TeV ATLAS study [1] compared to the
original MC@NLO+Herwig++ results used by ATLAS. In Figure 7, we plot the four distri-
butions shown in [1]. As can be seen in Figure 7, pT reweighting can improve the di↵erential
distributions somewhat, but is not capable of explaining the full discrepancy using a central
choice of scales.
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MC + Parton Shower Corrections (%)
Powheg+Pythia8 7.0+6.4

�5.1

Powheg+Herwig++ 4.4+5.9
�4.7

aMC@NLO+Herwig++ 4.2+6.5
�5.2

Table 5: Percentage di↵erences for �Fid of reweighted theory predictions compared to
MCs+Parton Showers at 14 TeV.

MC prediction Reweighted Scale Variation
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Figure 8: The top row shows the reweighting correction for left (Powheg+Pythia8), center
(aMC@NLO+Herwig++), right (Powheg+Herwig++) to the pT (ll+Emiss

T ) observable. The
bottom row has bin-by-bin percentage di↵erence in events between reweighting and the MC
+ PS.

To demonstrate the e↵ects at 8 TeV we show the distribution most a↵ected, pT (ll+Emiss
T ),

in Figure 8 using the same cutflows and di↵erent generators. This distribution is directly
correlated with the pT of the diboson system predicted by resummation, and shows the
variation compared to MC generators + parton showers. The largest discrepancy compared
to MC comes from the use of Powheg+Pythia8, while both Powheg and aMC@NLO are in
much better agreement when Herwig++ is used as the parton shower. However, this does
not mean the e↵ects of the parton shower are the sole cause of the discrepancy. In the
fractional di↵erence shown in Figure 8, we see the roughly the same shape dependence for
both Powheg curves, but the overall magnitude is reduced for Powheg+Herwig++ compared
to Powheg+Pythia8.
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